Activities of interest to faculty and staff
The University of Kansas Medical Center

Time | Department | Event | Location
--- | --- | --- | ---
Monday | 7:00 | Surgery | Orthopedic Grand Rounds | 560 Eaton
| 12:00 | Pediatrics | Interdisciplinary Research Forum-Program evaluation, Adrian Payne Andrews, Ph.D., University of Kansas, Lawrence | 4030 Miller
| 12:00 | Medicine | Resident's Conf- Sexually transmitted diseases, John Cascone, M.D. | 4505 Wescoe
| 1:00 | Medicine | Cardiovascular Conf- Echocardiographic evaluation of valvular heart disease | 4505 Wescoe
| 4:00 | Surgery | Liver Transplant Conference | 560 Eaton
| 4:00 | Pediatrics | Sem-Cellular determinants of sympathetic neuronal plasticity, Peter Smith, Ph.D. | 1025 Orr-Major
| 5:00 | Surgery | M & M Conf- Laurence Cheung, M.D. | 3015 Sudler
| 5:00 | Surgery | Orthopedic X-Ray and M & M Conference | 2139 KU Hosp

Tuesday | 7:00 | Surgery | Grand Rounds- Role of estrogen in the etiology of hormone-associated cancers: animal models to human disease, Jonathan Li, Ph.D. | 3015 Sudler
| 9:30 | Pediatrics | Pediatric Radiology Conference- Kyo Rak Lee, M.D. | 2150 KU Hosp
| 12:00 | Medicine | Allergy, Immunology Research Group- Evaluation and management of immunodeficiency syndromes, Daniel Stechschulze, M.D. | 4072 Wescoe
| 12:00 | Dykes Library | Internet User Group Meeting- The networking homepage, Scott Ramsey | Wuld And
| 12:00 | Medicine | Dermatology Basic Sci Lect- Ichthyosis, Matthew Buxton, M.D. | Lied Auditorium
| 12:00 | Pharmacology, Toxicol & Therap | Sem-Isolation and characterization of ah (dioxin) receptor binding factors in chromatin, Robert Dunn, Ph.D. | Sutherland
| 12:00 | Surgery | Plastic Surgery Conference | 5030 Robinson
| 12:00 | Center on Aging | Research Sem-Oxidative stress and degeneration in nigrostriatal dopamine and neurons, Erik Floor, Ph.D., University of Kansas, Lawrence | 4895 Eaton
| 4:30 | CTS | Pediatric Cardiology/Cardiothoracic Surgery Conference | 1107 KU Hosp
| 5:30 | Medicine | GI Grand Rounds | 4505 Wescoe
| 6:00 | Surgery | Resident's Conf- Principles of antibiotic therapy, antibiotic prophylaxis and overview of specific antimicrobials in surgical patients, Sheila Garvey, M.D., and Ed Childs, M.D. | 560 Eaton

Wednesday | 7:00 | Employee Health | Free Influenza Vaccination Clinic (employees, students and volunteers). Lasts until 5 p.m. | Prairie Room
| 8:00 | Medicine | Grand Rounds- Financial outcomes analysis of therapeutic intervention in cardiovascular diseases, Joel Hay, Ph.D., University of Southern California, Los Angeles | 3015 Sudler
| 11:00 | Family Medicine | Conf- RAC | 3015 Sudler
| 12:00 | Family Medicine | Conf- Perinatal, Tim Bennett, M.D. | Fam Med Lrg Conf Rm
| 1:00 | Family Medicine | Conf- Surprise lecture, David Grosser, M.D. | Fam Med Lrg Conf Rm
| 2:00 | Family Medicine | Conf- Preterm labor, John Carey, M.D. | Fam Med Lrg Conf Rm
| 200 | Surgery | Vascular Conference | C-219A KC VAMC
| 300 | Surgery | Renal Salt and Water Conference | Fam Med Lrg Conf Rm
| 300 | Surgery | Multidisciplinary Breast Cancer Group | 4895 Eaton
| 400 | Biochemistry & Molecular Biology | Sem-Structural studies of pectate degrading enzymes, Marilyn Yoder, Ph.D., University of Missouri-Kansas City | 1025 Orr-Major
| 400 | Otolaryngology | Grand Rounds- Pediatric oncology, Tribhavan Vats, M.D. | 3039 Sudler
| 4:30 | Surgery | Vascular Conference | 1543 KU Hosp
| 5:00 | Otolaryngology | Grand Rounds- Clinical management of hypertension and diabetes (syndrome x), Donald Milligan, M.D., Shawnee Mission Medical Center, Merriam | 3039 Sudler

Thursday | 7:00 | Surgery | Urology Conf- Polycystic kidneys, Jared Grantham, M.D. | 560 Eaton
| 8:30 | Medicine | Allergy, Immun & Rheum- Sarcoïd/Inflammatory diseases update, Janet Schwartzberg, M.D. | Clink Pharm-Cost effectiveness of lowering cholesterol, Stephen Rocuzzo, Ph.D., Merck | 3015 Sudler
| 12:00 | Medicine | U.S. Health Human, West Point, Penn. | 1107 KU Hosp
| 2:00 | KC Derm Society | Dermatology Meeting | Clink Pharm-Cost effectiveness of lowering cholesterol, Stephen Rocuzzo, Ph.D., Merck | 3015 Sudler
| 4:00 | Hist & Phil of Med | Frette Lect- Shame and responsibility: ethics and aesthetics in the hippocratic writings, Maria von Staden, Ph.D., Yale University, New Haven, Conn. | Clink Pharm-Cost effectiveness of lowering cholesterol, Stephen Rocuzzo, Ph.D., Merck | 3015 Sudler
| 4:00 | Anatomy & Cell Biology | Sem-The role of the cyto skeleton in membrane renewal in the photoreceptor, Brian Matsumoto, Ph.D., University of California at Santa Barbara | Clink Pharm-Cost effectiveness of lowering cholesterol, Stephen Rocuzzo, Ph.D., Merck | 3015 Sudler
| 4:30 | Surgery | Trauma Conference | 1543 KU Hosp
| 4:30 | Medicine | Pulmonary Conference | 4895 Eaton
| 5:00 | Obstet & Genecol | Grand Rounds- Resurgence of tuberculosis, Chien Liu, M.D. | Lied Auditorium

Friday | 7:00 | Surgery | Clinical Neuroscience Conference | 1563 KU Hosp
| 7:00 | Surgery | Urology Conf- Errol Levine, M.D. | 2150 KU Hosp
| 8:00 | Pediatrics | Grand Rounds- Management of the febrile child, Jerome Klein, M.D., Boston City Hospital | 2091 Miller
| 8:00 | Neurology | Grand Rounds- Case presentations | Clink Pharm-Cost effectiveness of lowering cholesterol, Stephen Rocuzzo, Ph.D., Merck | 3015 Sudler
| 10:30 | Psychiatry | Grand Rounds- Ethically justified guidelines for preventing female chronic mental patients from contracting STDs, John Cowdrey, M.B., Ch.B., University of Auckland Medical School, New Zealand | Clink Pharm-Cost effectiveness of lowering cholesterol, Stephen Rocuzzo, Ph.D., Merck | 3015 Sudler
| 11:00 | Graduate Studies & Research | Final oral exam for the doctorate in biochemistry for Mini Kapoor. Dissertation: Construction of an infectious clone for dengue virus type 2 and characterization of a putative viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. Exam committee chair: Radha Padmanabhan, Ph.D. | 3015 Sudler
| 11:00 | Family Medicine | Humanities Conf- Nazi justiz: law of the Holocaust, Richard Miller | Fam Med Lrg Conf Rm
| 12:30 | Pediatrics | Asthma/Allergy/Immunology Current Issues | 2036 Miller
| 1:15 | Pathol & Lab Med | Autopsy Gross Conference | B506 KU Hosp

Saturday | 8:00 | Medicine | Adult, Pediatric and Cardiologist Surgery and Cardiovascular Conference | 1107 KU Hosp
| 8:30 | Surgery | Oncology Lect- Testicular cancer, John Weigel, M.D. | 3015 Sudler
| 9:30 | Surgery | Tumor Conference | 3015 Sudler